
IDENTITY PACKET  STYLE GUIDELINES 

Maranyundo Initiative



Welcome to the Maranyundo Initiative Style Guide.
The primary purpose of this style guide is to determine the elements 
and specs of the organization’s design esthetic. These guidelines will 
serve to produce effective and consistent communication material 
that will reflect Maranyundo Initiative’s visual identity.  



Girls are agents of change.  
They play a crucial role in solving the most persistent  
development problems in the world today.

 Our mission is to offer economically vulnerable girls in 
Rwanda access to academic excellence. Our magic 
lies in a community of diverse girls built on a deeply 
held belief in the potential of every single girl at the 
school; rich and poor alike.



The Maranyundo Initiative logo is a key 
element of our visual identity.  
 
In order to provide consistency in both layout logic and 
graphic treatment throughout all of our organization’s 
marketing material and design it is essential to restrain 
this logo to be altered in any way.



LOGO VARIATIONS 

PRIMARY MARK

ALTERNATIVE MARKS
Logo variations have been designed for web usage and 
to accomodate different background colors and layouts. 

Maranyundo Initiative’s logo is a design element that unifies and represents 
our organization. The logo should always be clearly identifiable and never 
altered in any way when applied in material designed for the organization. 



   PANTONE  ®  2935 C

C: 96 M:60 Y:11 K:6
R: 18 G:87 B:146

   PANTONE  ® 363 C

C: 75 M: 25 Y:92 K:29
R:25 G:112 B:53

   PANTONE  ® 1585 C

C:1 M: 58 Y: 98 K: 0
R: 250 G: 113 B:36

   PANTONE  ® 2727 C

C:78 M:45 Y:0 K:0
R: 0 G:128 B:232

The signature color of Maranyundo Initiatve is the Pantone 2935  blue.  
A tricolor pallete has been provided for complementary design usage. 

BRAND COLORS



TYPOGRAPHY
Typography refers to the style and appearance of typeface and fonts. 
Keeping typography consistent throughout all of Maranyundo Initative’s  
design material is essential in order to mantain a cohesive visual identity.

Source Sans Pro-B 
This is Marayundo Intiative’s official logo typeface 

It is the typeface that should be used for all the headlines 
SUB-HEADINGS, CALL-OUTS & SIDE BARS 

Basically anything except body copy. 

Arial is the typeface used for all the body copy in any 
material designed for the Maranyundo Initative.  

This highly legible typeface provides comfortable 
reading for larger amounts of copy and can addition-
all be used for small accents such as photo captions. 

Source Sans Pro-B

Arial


